ClearNav I and ClearNav II Task Editing

There are a few easily avoided ways in which ClearNav users can get unpleasant surprises when editing tasks. To avoid this we urge users to follow the procedures outlined below. Possible consequences of not doing so are in parentheses.

1. When creating a new task you MUST use the TASK LIST tab to activate a task before editing it (failure to do this will result in the task edits not being saved and may have other more troublesome consequences)
2. When editing is complete you MUST use the MENU key to back all the way out of the editing process. This is generally true for all data entry so it’s good practice to always use the MENU key this way (if the system is power cycled without doing this the task will not be saved)
3. When working with a new site, i.e. a new waypoint database, it’s good practice, though not required, to remove the old active database. It is also good practice, though again not required, to use the TASK LIST tab to delete any and all existing tasks

Wrong Start Point

We have had a few reports of the task start point being many miles from where it should be. We are not yet sure about the cause, but the fix is simple: Use the block cursor to pick the correct start point from the screen.
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